NOTES:
1. PURCHASED ITEM INCLUDES CASE, RUBBER FEET AND SCREWS (FOR SECURING OPTIONAL CAMERA).
2. DETAILED ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS AVAILABLE FOR CASE AND OPTIONAL CAMERA CARD.
INSTALLING THE RASPBERRY PI B+ INTO THE MC-RP002 ENCLOSURE

STEP 1
TAKE THE BOTTOM PART OF THE ENCLOSURE AND INSERT THE DEVELOPMENT BOARD ON AN ANGLE AGAINST THE STATIONARY CLIPS.

STEP 2
PUSH DOWN FIRMLY ON THE HDMI PORT UNTIL YOU HEAR THE BOARD CLICK IN PLACE.

STEP 3
TAKE THE TOP PART OF THE ENCLOSURE AND LINE UP THE TWO CLIPS ON THE USB SIDE ON AN ANGLE.

STEP 4
TO SECURE ENCLOSURE PUSH DOWN ON THE OUTER TOP EDGE UNTIL YOU HEAR A CLICKING SOUND.
ON THE BOTTOM OF THE ENCLOSURE, PLACE RUBBER ADHESIVE FEET IN THE CIRCLES

TO DISASSEMBLE, PUSH IN THE TWO TABS ON THE BOTTOM CASE (ON THE USB SIDE) AND PULL THE TOP CASE UP.
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**OPTION #1**

After the Pi board has been connected to the bottom portion of the case, take the camera and run it through the top of the case connecting it to the proper port on the Pi.

You can now close the case, making sure the cable and camera are clear so you do not damage them when closing the case.

Take the camera and insert it into the slot so the camera is orientated as seen in the picture.

**OPTION #2**

You will need the top of the case, your Pi camera, two supplied self-tapping screws #2x3/16” or (M2x4.5mm) and a #1 screw driver.

Place the camera on the posts making sure the camera lens sits in the cutout of the case.

Install the two screws into the other two posts, securing the camera into place.

Connect the camera cable to the Pi.

You can now close the case, making sure the camera cable is clear so you do not damage it when closing the case.